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(CNN) -- An admissions officer at Claremont McKenna College in California has resigned after the school's president revealed that 

the officer had inflated college entrance examination scores for incoming freshmen since 2005. 

"As an institution of higher education with a deep and consistent commitment to the integrity of all our academic activities, and 

particularly our reporting of institutional data, we take this situation very seriously," college President Pamela B. Gann wrote in an e-

mail Monday to students, faculty and staff. 

Gann wrote that a lone administrator reported composite scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test that were exaggerated by 10 to 20 

points. That employee, whom she did not name, has resigned, she said. 

Such scores are often used in various comparisons of colleges across the country, including U.S. News & World Report's 

prestigious annual rankings. 

There was no evidence that individual students' scores were altered, Gann's statement said. 

Claremont McKenna, a private, coed college in Claremont about 30 miles east of Los Angeles, was listed ninth among U.S. liberal 

arts colleges in the magazine's most recent nationwide rankings. 

The magazine includes incoming freshman class scores on the SAT and ACT college admission tests in its ranking formula. The 

figures account for about 7.5% of a school's total score in the formula, according to the magazine. 

CNN's attempts Monday to reach the magazine for comment on its rankings and the Claremont-McKenna announcement were 

unsuccessful. Officials at the college also could not be reached. 

Gann's announcement was first reported by the Forum, the college's student news publication. 

"We have engaged outside legal counsel to review our admission-related data processes and are committed to strengthening them 

to ensure that this type of conduct will not occur in the future," the college said in a statement. 

Claremont McKenna College is one of seven institutions that comprise The Claremont Colleges. It was founded in 1946 and has 

about 1,200 students enrolled, according to the school's website. 
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(CNN) -- FaceTime, the Apple video-chat application, is not a replacement for real human interaction, especially for children, 

according to a new study. 

Tween girls who spend much of their waking hours switching frantically between YouTube, Facebook, television and text messaging 

are more likely to develop social problems, says a Stanford University study published in a scientific journal on Wednesday. 

Young girls who spend the most time multitasking between various digital devices, communicating online or watching video are the 

least likely to develop normal social tendencies, according to the survey of 3,461 American girls aged 8 to 12 who volunteered 

responses. 

The study only included girls who responded to a survey in Discovery Girls magazine, but results should apply to boys, too, Clifford 

Nass, a Stanford professor of communications who worked on the study, said in a phone interview. Boys' emotional development is 

more difficult to analyze because male social development varies widely and over a longer time period, he said. 

"No one had ever looked at this, which really shocked us," Nass said. "Kids have to learn about emotion, and the way they do that, 

really, is by paying attention to other people. They have to really look them in the eye." 

The antidote for this hyper-digital phenomenon is for children to spend plenty of time interacting face-to-face with people, the study 

found. Tweens in the study who regularly talked in person with friends and family were less likely to display social problems, 

according to the findings in the publication Developmental Psychology. 

"If you eschew face-to-face communication, you don't learn critical things that you have to learn," Nass said. "You have to learn 

social skills. You have to learn about emotion." 

The Stanford researchers were not able to determine a magic number of hours that children should spend conversing per week, 

Nass said. Social skills are typically only learned when children are engaged and making eye contact, rather than fiddling with an 

iPod during a conversation, he said. 

FaceTime and Skype are not replacements for actual face time because other studies have found that people tend to multitask 

while on video calls, Nass said. 

Nass is a self-described technologist of 25 years, who has worked as a consultant with many major electronics firms, including 

Google and Microsoft. He said the findings disturbed him. 

A few years ago, Nass worked on a study about how multitasking affects adults. He found that heavy multitaskers experience 

cognitive issues, such as difficulty focusing and remembering things. They were actually worse at juggling various activities, a skill 

crucial to many people's work lives, than those who spent less time multitasking, Nass said. 
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(CNN) -- Five people were found dead Sunday at a home in Birmingham, Alabama, by officers responding 

to a report of a robbery in progress, police said. 

The bodies were discovered about 3:30 a.m. (4:30 a.m. ET), Birmingham police said in a statement. 

Authorities have initiated a homicide investigation. 

"We don't think it's random at this point," said Sgt. Johnny Williams, citing evidence collected at the scene. 

He declined to specify what was found. 

Williams added that police believe there may have been more than suspect involved, but so far no arrests 

have been made. 

No further details were immediately available. The victims' identities were being withheld pending 

notification of relatives. 

"Our detectives are out working this case as we speak," said Williams. 
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KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — An Afghan woman has been strangled to death, apparently by her husband, 

who was upset that she gave birth to a second daughter rather than the son he wanted, police said Monday. 

It was the latest in a series of grisly examples of subjugation of women that have made headlines in 

Afghanistan in the past few months — including a 15-year-old tortured and forced into prostitution by in-

laws and a female rape victim who was imprisoned for adultery. 

The episodes have raised the question of what will happen to the push for women's rights in Afghanistan as 

the international presence here shrinks along with the military drawdown. NATO forces are scheduled to pull 

out by the end of 2014. 

In the 10 years since the ouster of the Taliban, great strides have been made for women in Afghanistan, with 

many attending school, working in offices and even sometimes marching in protests. But abuse and 

repression of women are still common, particularly in rural areas where women are still unlikely to set foot 

outside of the house without a burqa robe that covers them from head to toe. 



The man in the latest case, Sher Mohammad, fled the Khanabad district in Kunduz province last week, about 

the time a neighbor found his 22-year-old wife dead in their house, said District Police Chief Sufi 

Habibullah. Medical examiners whom police brought to check the body said she had been strangled, 

Habibullah said. 

The woman, named Estorai, had warned family members that her husband had repeatedly reproached her for 

giving birth to a daughter rather than a son and had threatened to kill her if it happened again, said Provincial 

women's affairs chief Nadira Ghya, who traveled to Khanabad to deal with the case. Estorai gave birth to her 

second daughter between two and three months ago, Ghya said. Officials did not have a family name for 

either Sher Mohammad or Estorai. 

Police took the man's mother into custody because she appears to have collaborated in a plot to kill her 

daughter-in-law, Habibullah said. Ghya, who visited the man's mother in jail, said that she swears that 

Estorai committed suicide by hanging. Police said they found no rope and no evidence of hanging from the 

woman's wounds. 

Boy babies are traditionally prized much more highly than girls in Afghanistan, where a son means a 

breadwinner and a daughter is seen as a drain on the family until she is married off. Even so, a murder over 

the gender of a baby would be rare and shocking if proved true. 

The U.S. Embassy issued a statement Monday praising the Afghan government for recent declarations 

supporting women's rights in the wake of the latest abuse cases that have garnered media attention. 

"The rights of women cannot be relegated to the margins of international affairs, as this issue is at the core of 

our national security and the security of people everywhere," the statement said. It did not address the killing 

of the young woman in Kunduz. 
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The new arrival became a talking point among royal fans and commentators when he was spotted dashing 
around the feet of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge during a beach stroll in Wales earlier this month.  
 
And now, the couple's palace handlers have finally confirmed what was suspected: the adorable addition is the 
pair's new pet.  
 
A palace source says the adopted puppy – a male – is a "few months old," is a black cocker spaniel and comes 
from a litter "with a close family connection." The Middletons are known to fancy spaniels.  
 
The Westminster Kennel Club had earlier told PEOPLE that the cocker spaniel looked to be about 10 weeks old.  
 
With a name still to be announced, the puppy will no doubt help Kate deal with William's absence when he heads 
for a deployment to the Falkland Islands, in the south Atlantic for six weeks.  
 
And he may be good successor to William's dog Widgeon, a black Labrador who passed away about two years 
ago. 
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The author of Freedom and The Corrections, regarded as one of America’s greatest living novelists, said consumers had been 

conned into thinking that they need the latest technology.  

“The technology I like is the American paperback edition of Freedom. I can spill water on it and it would still work! So it's pretty 

good technology. And what’s more, it will work great 10 years from now. So no wonder the capitalists hate it. It’s a bad business 

model,” said Franzen, who famously cuts off all connection to the internet when he is writing.  

“I think, for serious readers, a sense of permanence has always been part of the experience. Everything else in your life is fluid, but 

here is this text that doesn’t change.  

“Will there still be readers 50 years from now who feel that way? Who have that hunger for something permanent and unalterable? 

I don’t have a crystal ball.  

“But I do fear that it’s going to be very hard to make the world work if there’s no permanence like that. That kind of radical 

contingency is not compatible with a system of justice or responsible self-government.”  

Speaking at the Hay Festival in Cartagena, Colombia, Franzen argued that e-books, such as Amazon’s Kindle, can never have the 

magic of the printed page.  

He said: “The Great Gatsby was last updated in 1924. You don’t need it to be refreshed, do you?  

“Maybe nobody will care about printed books 50 years from now, but I do. When I read a book, I’m handling a specific object in a 

specific time and place. The fact that when I take the book off the shelf it still says the same thing - that’s reassuring.  

“Someone worked really hard to make the language just right, just the way they wanted it. They were so sure of it that they printed 

it in ink, on paper. A screen always feels like we could delete that, change that, move it around. So for a literature-crazed person 

like me, it’s just not permanent enough.”  

Franzen said he took comfort from knowing he will not be here in 50 years’ time to find out if books have become obsolete.  

“I’m amused by how intent people are on making human beings immortal or at least extremely long-lived,” he joked.  

“One of the consolations of dying is that [you think], ‘Well, that won’t have to be my problem’. Seriously, the world is changing 

so quickly that if you had any more than 80 years of change I don’t see how you could stand it psychologically.”  



The 52-year-old became a literary superstar with The Corrections, published in 2001, which sold close to three million copies.  

The long-awaited publication of Freedom earned Franzen a place on the cover of Time magazine but also the invention of the term 

‘Franzenfreude’, coined by author Jennifer Weiner to describe “taking pain in the multiple and copious reviews being showered on 

Jonathan Franzen”.  

Fans include Barack Obama, who was so keen to read Freedom that he requested an advance copy.  

Franzen said: “One of the reasons I love Barack Obama as much as I do is that we finally have a real reader in the White House. 

It’s absolutely amazing. There’s one of us running the US. [Although] when I heard he was reading Freedom I thought, ‘Why are 

you reading a novel? There are important things to be doing!’”  

Franzen held a press conference in Cartagena, the first of his career (“I feel as if I should be announcing a breakthrough in the 

Middle East peace process”) and an opportunity for the author to hold forth on a range of topics.  

On the subject of America’s economic problems, he said: “There’s no question that things aren’t going very well in the US. But I 

don’t think it’s specific to the US.  

“I think the combination of technology and capitalism has given us a world that really feels out of control. If you go to Europe, 

politicians don’t matter. The people making the decisions in Europe are bankers.  

“The technicians of finance are making the decisions there. It has very little to do with democracy or the will of the people. And 

we are hostage to that because we like our iPhones.”  

Critics have pointed to the absence of religion in Franzen’s novels and he explained: “I don’t believe in a God who’s sitting in 

some undisclosed location at a switchboard receiving and answering prayers.  

“To be honest, I’m thinking much more about science than about religion when I’m writing. To me, art itself is a religion.”  
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